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Last fall, we Reached for new horizons in the month of September, and the hunt was on for those pesky Jackal leader types. Brett Favre came onto the field for perhaps his final year, and Jon’s hand reached for the bank. “When are we playing Settlers” was the battle cry that shook the Seven Seas, and the Federation of Duncan’s Rocks took roost in the mystical lands of Chloe and her Magical Steel. The cultural center of Hainen’s Room played host to a number of Ketchup-related gatherings, and Co-Op Mario Kart was off the [Ice Cream Truck] chain [Ice Cream Truck]. Robert Forsyth played Starcraft II, and rumor has it that Master Gibbs left the Master Chair once or twice. But alas, the end of the semester eventually came. There was snow, there was a Bears Fan, and there were Cheese Tokens? (OMG HUGE HIPPO HERE) Well, whatever…

In Brief:
❖ Oh boy, Nick just crunched some laundry into a city!
❖ Watch out, Black Op Gromer is on the loose, and he has already nailed several victims. An art student was found lying drunk on his futon, and rumors have it that a scientist was ripped clean in two. What should you do? Experts certify the best way to stay safe is to get a pet-feral-attack raccoon (Racoon Class PFA ∆ II).
❖ Jeff Youtube Algorithm: Find guy with relaxing voice, bonus points if he looks funny.
❖ Oh jeeze, guess what, some Bears Fan was spotted lurking around these parts. Physical description: male, medium height, last seen wearing a Bears sweatshirt. If you see such a person, please call Master Gibbs, who will (after blasting 20 minutes of Viking Metal) will dispatch a 800lb Truck Driver to the scene.
❖ Now showing in theaters: The Legend of Ming Ming Pass, a tale of adventure and sorrow. Critics say “it’s the best thing since vanilla spongecake.”

A Reading From the Book of Fiebelkiah

First, a word of thanks to our German sponsors, who have kindly delivered to us this unbiased Fiebelkiah propaganda poster. Sources tell me that Princess Busch has already hung about 30 copies on his wall (which conveniently cover up Hainen’s painting).

“Blessed are those who strangle, for theirs is the Kingdom of Chloe”
-Fiebelkiah 7:21

That concludes today’s entry into this most noble of wooly literature. May ye cave stay warm and dry!